NOTES
1. Concrete for Type F Barrier shall be Class 5000.
2. The reinforcing steel details for the NARROW BASE barrier are the same as those shown for the 24" (in) wide barrier except that the bars along the vertical face run vertically with a 1 1/2" (in) clearance.
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NOTES (Anchoring and joining Barrier)

1. The intended use of this plan is for the anchoring of Precast Concrete Barrier Type F on hot mix asphalt (HMA) or cement concrete pavement in permanent or temporary installations. See Standard Plan K-80.37 for anchoring Narrow Base Barrier in Temporary Installations Only.

2. After removing the anchoring pins, clean the pin holes and fill them with sealant according to Standard Specification Section 9-04.2.

3. Remove slack between barrier segments after inserting the connecting pin.
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NOTE: Inserting the connecting pin.

After removing the anchoring pins, clean the pin holes and fill them with sealant according to Standard Specification Section 9-04.2.
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